Origin and circuitry of spinal locomotor interneurons generating different speeds.
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Abstract

The spinal circuitry governing the undulatory movements of swimming vertebrates consist of excitatory and commissural inhibitory interneurons and motor neurons. This locomotor network generate the rhythmic output, coordinate left/right alternation, and permit communication across segments. Through evolution, more complex movement patterns have emerged, made possible by sub-specialization of neural populations within the spinal cord. Walking tetrapods use a similar basic circuitry, but have added layers of complexity for the coordination of intralimbic flexor and extensor muscles as well as interlimbic coordination between the body halves and fore/hindlimbs. While the basics of these circuits are known there is a gap in our knowledge regarding how different speeds and gaits are coordinated. Analysing subpopulations among described neuronal populations may bring insight into how changes in locomotor output are orchestrated by a hard-wired network.
Introduction

The earliest characterization of neurons was based on soma position, morphology of dendrites, and axonal projections. Whereas these parameters are still crucial today, our ambition of understanding sub-specialization force us to include several more such as electrophysiological properties, connectivity, and transcriptional profiles (Figure 1A). Recent studies combining these parameters have made breakthroughs regarding categorizing neural subpopulations within the spinal cord, helping us to disentangle how regulation of different movement patterns may be organized by hard-wired neuronal circuits [1,2].

The specification of neurons in the spinal cord is highly dependent on their position along the dorsoventral and rostrocaudal axis. Antiparallel dorsoventral gradients of BMP and Shh during development is translated into various transcriptional networks conveying the competence to form particular sets of neurons [3-5]. Some years ago, Alaynick and colleagues published a summary of the molecular diversity within the spinal cord known at the time; twelve progenitor domains, which differentiate into 23 neuronal subtypes [6,7]. Sub-specialization along the rostrocaudal axis has primarily been focused on motor neurons where the evolution of movable appendixes has, through Hox-genes, generated specialized segments innervating fins, wings and legs (Figure 1B) [8]. Hox6 and Hox10 defines the brachial and lumbar motor neurons, respectively, while Hoxc9 defines the thoracical segments by supressing Foxp1 at non-limb levels [8]. Lateral motor neurons in mice express Lhx1 and direct their axons via induction of EphA4 to dorsal extensor muscles, while medially located motor neurons express Isl1 and target flexor muscles by activation of EphB1 guiding the axons [9]. Of note, several axon guidance signals are integrated, where Netrin-1, which was shown to attract laterolateral motor columns while repelling mediolateral motor columns, coordinate its actions with A- and B-class ephrin ligands[10]. In skates, a cartilaginous fish that perform pelvic fin walking, the motor neurons innervating pectoral and pelvic fins were also segregated into medial Isl1, EphB1 positive and lateral Lhx1, EphA4 positive pools [11]. This suggests a common molecular program for segregating fin- and limb-innervating motor neurons that existed before vertebrates sat foot on land. Furthermore, a variant Hox-gene pattern, along with an inability to produce or respond to retinoic acid, underlies motor neuron specification for digit innervation [12].
Movement in our evolutionary ancestors relied on a basic spinal network governing the frequency output, left-right alternation, and coordinating activity between segments. The formation of fins and limbs, flexor and extensor muscles, and digits, are all examples of evolutionary steps increasing the ability to move at the cost of more complex regulation. These advances have spurred the divergence of neuronal populations and new techniques, combined with ambitious undertakings, have recently revealed a much richer heterogeneity than previously described within the spinal cord. Correlating animal behaviour with network activity and cellular characterization should provide a better understanding of how the locomotor network is formed and how it operates. This review will discuss how and why different gait and speed modules may have evolved and put them in context regarding recent progress in the categorization of new neuronal subpopulations within the spinal cord.

**Moving at different speeds**

Evolutionary adaptation to the environment has given rise to considerable variation in modes of animal locomotion. Different strategies for locomotion include undulation in snakes and fish, two-legged locomotion in primates and kangaroos, and four-legged locomotion in a variety of tetrapods. Each strategy poses its own challenges to provide a range of speeds suitable for foraging, long-distance travel, escape and hunting. Here we will mainly focus on different swim speeds in zebrafish and trot/gallop in four-legged animals with the purpose of discussing emerging concepts in how interneurons participate in locomotor pattern formation and gait adjustment upon speed change.

In the zebrafish, undulating movements starts within the first day of development as a rhythmic coiling behaviour. Four to five day old larvae swim in a “burst and glide fashion”, regulating their speed by altering the length of the active swim burst period and the inactive interburst period [13]. At first glance, this regulation seems straightforward and could provide a variety of speeds. However, kinematic analysis in 6 and 7 day old larvae revealed thirteen basic swim patterns, which, when used in various combinations, can produce the desired locomotive behaviour [14]. As for varying speed, stimulation and ablation of the multifunctional descending motor nucleus of the medial longitudinal fasciculus resulted in various swim speeds. Image analysis in the same structure found that calcium activity
correlated with bout duration and maximum tail beat frequency. During slow bouts, larvae perform different numbers of oscillatory cycles at the same tail beat frequency, resulting in longer or shorter bouts, whereas for fast bouts larvae swim with different tail beat frequencies over a fixed duration [15].

In adult fish, undulatory swimming is generated by the backward sequential activation of segmental myotomes resulting in a bend [16]. The bending wave travels down the body, which together with the caudal fin, push against the water to produce forward thrust. The timing of muscle activation and the muscle strain cycle that underlies body bending needs to be coordinated, and as a general rule, increased speed is achieved through increased frequency of the tail beat. Notably, the anterior muscles are active for a large part of the locomotor cycle whereas posterior muscle activity duration decreases towards the tail, especially in fish with a pronounced caudal fin generating most of the thrust (Figure 2A-C).

The production of different swim patterns would presumably require various neural circuits to recruit the most purposeful combination of muscle activation. An important question is whether varied movement speeds are produced through continuous frequency changes or through altered movement patterns. Forward locomotion driven by individual strokes in larval zebrafish seems to be controlled by a continuum [17,18], whereas for bursts of activity, a discrete switch in gait and frequency can be found [15,19].

Four-legged animals increase their speed using different strategies depending on the gait. Mammalian tetrapod gaits are characterised by diverse footfall patterns, such that trot and gallop have their own typical sequence in which the four legs are coordinated [20]. Transition pattern analysis in dog revealed a modular organization of locomotion at the behavioral level with three identified modules that cooperate for stable interlimb coordination pattern during walk, trot or gallop [21]. To increase speed during trot, stride frequency is gradually increased until the point where the gait transitions to gallop or bound [22]. Smaller animals, such as the mouse, also display a full repertoire of gaits [23], but then the transition point between trot and gallop occurs at lower speeds and higher stride frequencies. However, stride frequency, stride length and running speed at the trot-gallop switch point correlate with the body mass between different species, even when comparing mice and horses that differ in bodyweight by a factor of 10⁴ [22]. After the gait switch,
galloping ensues with a nearly constant stride frequency; instead increased speed is achieved by an increase in stride length (Figure 2D,E).

Why do tetrapods simply not increase the frequency of gait? The selected speed and stride frequency optimize the performance of muscle-tendon units that function as springs; more than half the energy used to lift and reaccelerate the centre of mass during each stride can be recovered from the elastic energy stored during the previous stride [24]. The factor limiting stride length during trot is the length of each leg from the point of ground contact to a virtual hinge at the upper end of each limb pair (Figure 2C). During gallop, the virtual hinge is positioned between the fore and hindlimb pairs resulting in increased length of the moving leg and body together (Figure 2D). In addition, the push from fore and hindlimb pairs are synchronised, and the additional engagement of axial muscle groups, yield increased force towards the ground. This, together with skeletal biomechanical rebound forces and reduced energy consumption[25], explain the gain occurring after the switch to gallop.

These basic differences in gait would predict differences in the spinal interneurons involved in coordinating trot or gallop. Since trot coordinating interneurons should have characteristics allowing them to efficiently oscillate at different frequencies, spinal interneurons involved in coordinating gallop should be prone to remain at the same frequency. Moreover, trot interneurons on the left and right sides at the same segment of the spinal cord should fire in alternation whereas gallop interneurons should fire in synchrony.

Sub-specialization within the locomotor network

Motor neurons, the final common pathway, receive abundant instructive signals from spinal cord interneurons. Correlating sub-specialization of motor neurons with the sub-specialization of interneurons may help us to understand the structure of the underlying networks. The adult zebrafish locomotor network has a modular structure where slow, intermediate, and fast muscles are innervated by three different motor neuron pools, organised in a somatotopic fashion, which are recruited at these three different speeds (Figure 1A) [26]. Functional properties such as spike threshold, filtering properties, and firing patterns of the different motor neuron pools dictate their recruitment in a graded manner.
The origin of excitation in the zebrafish locomotor network, the V2a interneurons, can be subdivided into the same three speed categories based on their connections and ability to recruit motor neurons [27,28]. Also here, their action potential thresholds were graded in a manner that reflects their activity during swimming. Furthermore, the commissural excitatory V0v population, can also be divided into sub-classes whose recruitment correlates to slow, intermediate, and fast swimming speeds [29]. This modularity is evident already in larvae, where red muscles are used for slow swimming and white muscles are recruited for faster swimming [30]. Combined, these studies reveal a modular structure of the zebrafish locomotor network where circuits are sequentially recruited during acceleration. There is some evidence of a similar modularity in the mammalian spinal cord but the added complexity of the networks makes these modules more challenging to disentangle [31].

While motor neurons are the actuators of the activity encoded by interneurons the question remains how the previously described functional characterization correlates to morphological and molecular properties? The V2a interneurons in both zebrafish and mouse can be broadly divided into two classes based on morphology; cells with both ascending and descending axons, and cells with only descending axons [32,33]. In both species there was a bias for the bifurcating subtype in the more anterior segments revealing a difference in specification along the rostrocaudal axis. Chx10, a canonical marker for V2a neurons, was found to be downregulated in the bifurcating subtype in mice, providing a molecular tool for describing the functional difference found between the two classes [32]. Furthermore, single cell RNA sequencing revealed that both these V2a subtypes could be segregated into the same eleven subtypes based on their transcriptional profiles. Genetic signatures were used to classify V2a interneurons as cervical or lumbar and although the molecularly defined subtypes were present in both regions the ratios were skewed indicating a difference in fate composition along the rostrocaudal axis [32].

Inhibitory neurons play a major role in coordinating the locomotor output. Over one-third of the inhibitory interneurons in the mouse ventral spinal cord belongs to the V1 population, marked by the homeodomain transcription factor En1, which are classically divided into three subtypes. Transcript expression studies revealed 19 transcription factors, whose combinatorial expression, along with soma position, connectivity and electrophysiological properties, could be used to define some 50 subtypes of V1 interneurons [34]. Analysis of segregation along the rostrocaudal axis suggest that V1
interneurons display similar limb- versus thoracic-specific population differences as motor neurons [35]. These variances in V1 subpopulations along the length of the spinal cord rely on the Hox-dependent origin where Hoxc9 is a key factor [35]. There seem to be different inhibitory microcircuits for the motor pools innervating hip, ankle, and foot musculature, revealing more submodules that need to be coordinated at different speeds [34]. This shows, not surprisingly, that sub-specialization of motor neurons at limb levels is accompanied by an increased sub-specialization of interneurons.

Conclusions

The heterogeneity of interneurons in the V1 and V2a spinal progenitor domains presumably extend to other spinal interneuron populations, suggesting that the locomotor networks may be vastly more complex than previously appreciated. We may need to incorporate more than two hundred subpopulations of ventral interneurons to fully interpret and understand locomotor coordination. The presence of such vast number of interneuron subpopulations allow for the presence of compartmentalized microcircuits that can be recruited for diverse motor patterns, and perhaps, a workable strategy could be to identify such functional microcircuits. One strategy has been to reconstruct modules in large scale neural recordings, which has been done in Aplysia, supporting the idea that detecting neural modularity will be efficient in efforts trying to reduce the complexity of the brain [36,37]. Another possibility would be to use single cell RNA-sequencing to reconstruct the differentiation trajectory of defined progenitor pools. Analysing the change in the transcriptional network when cells are committed to particular fates over time, would allow us to pinpoint when subpopulations start to diverge. This has, to some extent, already been done for motor neurons [38]. With the assumption that the individual components of microcircuits emerge at similar time points, it could be possible to add time of birth as a parameter for disentanglement of locomotor circuits.

It may also be worthwhile to consider what properties and expected functions of the interneurons that would be required to regulate switches between speeds or gaits. As mentioned above, mammalian trot coordinating interneurons would be expected to alternate between sides and to oscillate at different frequencies following acceleration, whereas gallop interneurons would be stable in the same frequency regardless of speed and
fire in synchrony. The cells should also have a morphology that allow communication with the speed modules within and between segments (Figure 1B). Moreover, since analysis of interlimb modifications suggest that coordination is controlled during the swing phase but not the stance phase, one would assume that interneurons driving such modification should peak in their activity during the swing phase [21]. Computational models suggest that commissural interneurons and long propriospinal neurons provide the necessary homolateral and diagonal control and would be the main targets for adjustment of gaits [39]. Interestingly, the dmrt3 positive dl6 neurons fulfils some of these criteria and although the exact role of these interneurons remains to be established, mutations in the dmrt3 gene results in aberrant coordination in both mice and horses [40].

The complexity is likely less pronounced in the zebrafish spinal cord, making it a simpler starting point for identifying new subpopulations within the existing ones. The future holds promise with the use of new methods such as next generation sequencing, allowing high-throughput analysis of single cell transcriptomes, and connect it to soma position, connectivity, and functionality in order to understand the sub-specialization within the spinal cord. Correlating this information to animal behaviour should bring us closer to understand how neural circuits generate variable locomotor outputs.
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Figure 1. Sub-specialization of neural populations. A) V2a interneurons, motor neurons, and muscles form three distinct speed modules in the zebrafish spinal cord. Evolutionary conserved programs guide the innervation of limbs while motor neuron soma position regulates sensory input. B) Hox-genes encode sub-specialization along the rostrocaudal axis where limb innervating regions display an increased diversification. Identifying interneuron populations coordinating intrasegmental output is critical for our understanding of how speed and gaits are orchestrated.
Figure 2. Schematic view over fish and tetrapod locomotion. A) Undulating movements in a generic fish body during slow (left) and faster speeds (right). Stippled lines indicate start and stop of one moving wave. B) Schematic graphs of the power (top) and the strain (bottom) measured in slow muscles at three different positions in the anterioposterior axis of the body as indicated in (A). Note that the intermediate position generates the highest power whereas the posterior position generates the highest strain (modified from Altringham et al., 1999). C, D) Footfall patterns in fore limbs (blue) and hind limbs (red) as well as schematic hinge positions during trotting (C) and gallop/bound (D). E) Schematic graph showing speed and stride frequency relationships during trot (stippled line) and gallop/bound (black line). The dots indicate the transition point between trot and gallop/bound (modified from Heglund 1974).